
Movian - Feature #2161
Add Opus support
05/16/2014 08:25 AM - Leonid Protasov

Status: Fixed Start date: 05/16/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Audio Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.10
Description

Shoutcast plugin has links to opus audio streams.

Also here is the sample for the file mode: [[https://media.xiph.org/sintel/sintel-master-51.opus]]

Associated revisions
Revision 62a37a76 - 01/01/2015 06:48 PM - Andreas Smas

Upgrade to libav 11

Fixes #2161

History
#1 - 09/16/2014 03:03 PM - Leonid Protasov

From Libav 11 has internal support of Opus...

#2 - 09/17/2014 08:04 PM - Rob Koni

Leonid Protasov wrote:

From Libav 11 has internal support of Opus...

Don't get me wrong Leonid, I like your new suggestions on adding of file formats and other new features. But Andreas already has too little time he
mentioned.
There are some major bugs left open, some that crash ST on PS3, and they are still present.
So in stead of new features, we should focus on getting bugs fixed so 4.8 rolls out the door. At least that is what I think.

I have requested a couple of features for your Youtube plugin, I don't know if you have seen them.

#3 - 09/17/2014 09:27 PM - Leonid Protasov

Rob Koni wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

From Libav 11 has internal support of Opus...
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https://media.xiph.org/sintel/sintel-master-51.opus


Don't get me wrong Leonid, I like your new suggestions on adding of file formats and other new features. But Andreas already has too little time he
mentioned.
There are some major bugs left open, some that crash ST on PS3, and they are still present.
So in stead of new features, we should focus on getting bugs fixed so 4.8 rolls out the door. At least that is what I think.

I have requested a couple of features for your Youtube plugin, I don't know if you have seen them.

1. Info I added in this issue is just for the reference only as it is not tagged to 4.8.
2. Your crash reports doesn't help to catch the bug as it is not easy reproducible (please add an easy way to reproduce)
3. The features you requested require alot more time than adding support for codecs
Please use forum for suggestions unless that are feature requests...

#4 - 01/01/2015 06:28 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.10

#5 - 01/02/2015 10:14 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|62a37a763c785247e96170a02db7c8e5e6a5ddec.
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